I.. Introduction {#sec1}
================

The aim of Brain-computer interface (BCI) is to set a direct communication link between the brain and an external electronic device whereby brain signals are translated into useful commands. Such communication link would assist people suffering from severe muscular (motor) disabilities, due to diseases or accidents, with an alternative means of communication and control that bypass the normal output pathways [@ref1]--[@ref2][@ref3]. BCI systems comprise three categories: active (asynchronous), reactive (synchronous) and passive [@ref2], [@ref3]. In the first category, the user consciously controls the interface independently from any external cues or temporal constraints. In the second category, the user executes the required mental task as a response to an external stimulation. In the last category, the BCI derives its outputs from arbitrary brain activity without the purpose of voluntary control. Most of the aforementioned BCI systems rely on classification algorithms based on EEG signals to identify the user's mental state [@ref2], [@ref3].

In the last few decades, there has been an increased research effort devoted to improve the performances of BCI systems. Despite this effort, an efficient way of accurately predicting motor imagery tasks (user intention) using EEG signal remains elusive. In this paper, we focus on two important sub-components of BCI systems, namely feature extraction and channel selection. The first sub-component deals with the process of identifying a set of signal features that are effective in discriminating between different classes of interest. The second sub-component is a type of feature selection that addresses the problem of finding the most informative subset of channels from which the features should be extracted.

Commonly used methods for feature extraction can be grouped into the following categories: 1) time domain methods that compute quantities from the time domain such as the mean, the variance and the Hjorth parameters [@ref4], [@ref5], 2) parametric model-based techniques such as autoregressive model (AR) adaptive autoregressive (AAR) model and multivariate autoregressive (MVAR) model [@ref6]--[@ref7][@ref8][@ref9], 3) transform methods such as discrete cosine transform (DCT), principal component analysis (PCA), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), wavelet transform (WT) [@ref9]--[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15][@ref16], and Common spatial subspace decomposition (CSSD) [@ref17] 4) frequency-based techniques that extract features from the frequency domain such as spectral edge frequency, frequency of the maximum spectral power and signal power within a given frequency band [@ref18] and 5) time-frequency parameters such as the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$-norm of the interpolated spectra between preselected reactive frequency bands [@ref19]. A good review of the different feature extraction approaches proposed in the context of BCI can be found in [@ref20].

Transform based approaches form an important class of feature extraction techniques. Their goal is to find a more compact lower-dimensional representation in which most amount of the data energy is packed in the fewest number of uncorrelated coefficients. By eliminating irrelevant features (transform coefficients), these methods allow extracting effective features that preserve the generalization performance while lessening the computational complexity in the classification stage [@ref21].

Transform based approaches for feature extraction can be subdivided into linear and nonlinear, supervised and unsupervised signal dependent and signal independent methods. The widely used linear techniques are PCA and LDA. The first one is unsupervised and aims at maximizing the variance of the projected data, using the eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix, onto a low-dimensional subspace called principal subspace. In contrast, the latter is supervised and attempts to find a linear mapping that maximizes linear class separability of the data in a low-dimensional space [@ref22]. To reduce the amount of computation and avoid the curse of dimensionality in case of multi-channel data, feature extraction is sometimes combined with channel selection. Algorithms for channel selection can be divided into two main categories: Filter-based and wrapper-based. Filter-based methods select the best channels using performance criteria that are unrelated to the applied classifier. Wrapper-based methods, on the other hand, use the performance of the classifier as indication measure of how good the selected channels are [@ref23] and [@ref24].

Recently, the authors introduced a signal-dependent linear orthogonal transform, referred to as LP-SVD transform [@ref25]. The transform has the advantage of forming the transformation matrix using only the AR model parameters instead of the data samples as in the case of PCA. This transform is used in this paper to map EEG data into a new domain where only a few spectral coefficients (also called transform coefficients, expansion coefficients or scores) contain most of the signal's energy. A subset of these transform coefficients in conjunction with the LP coefficients and the error variance were used as features in the classification of EEG into four class motor imagery movements. In addition, a wrapper-based channel selection method was described, in which channels are added based on their contribution to the overall accuracy of the classifier. The feature selection method was validated using BCI IIIa competition dataset and its discrimination capability between the different classes was assessed against a number related state-of-the-art approaches including BCI competition III winners.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. [Section 2.1](#sec2a){ref-type="sec"} describes the EEG data, its acquisition procedure, and pre-processing. [Section 2.2](#sec2b){ref-type="sec"} introduces the LP-SVD transform and details the process of feature extraction. [Section 2.3](#sec2c){ref-type="sec"} outlines the channel selection approach, describes the applied classifier and the cross-validation procedure. [Section 3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"} deals with performance analysis by comparing the proposed technique to those of a number of state-of-the-art approaches.

II.. Materials and Method {#sec2}
=========================

A.. EEG Data Collection and Pre-Processing {#sec2a}
------------------------------------------

The dataset IIIa from the BCI competition III (2005) [@ref26] was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed feature extraction and classification approaches. It is a widely used benchmark dataset of multiclass motor imagery movements recorded from three subjects; referred to as K3b, K6b and L1b. The multichannel EEG signals were recorded using a 64-channel Neuroscan EEG amplifier (Compumedics, Charlotte, North Carolina, USA). Only 60 EEG channels were actually recorded from the scalp of each subject using 10-20 systems and referential montage. The left and right mastoids served as reference and ground respectively. The recorded signal was sampled at 250 Hz and filtered using a bandpass filter with 1 and 50 Hz cut-off frequencies. A notch filter was then applied to suppress the interference due to power line. During the experiments, each subject was instructed to perform imagery movements associated with visual cues. Each trial started with an empty black screen at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ seconds, an arrow pointed to one of the four main directions (left, right, upwards or downwards) was presented. Each of the four direction indicated by this arrow instructed the subject to imagine one of the following four movements: left hand, right hand, tongue or foot, respectively. The imagination process was performed until the cross disappeared at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B.. LP-SVD Based Feature Extraction {#sec2b}
-----------------------------------

This section discusses the design of the LP-SVD transform and describes the dimensionality reduction stage (feature selection). For comparison purposes, we then briefly introduce the DCT which is a widely used unsupervised signal independent linear feature extraction method.

### 1). The LP-SVD Transform {#sec2b1}

The LP-SVD transform is constructed using a two-step process, namely the estimation of LPC filter coefficients and the computation of the left singular vectors of LPC filter impulse response matrix using SVD.

Linear prediction (LP) is a time series analysis method that has found wide applications in a number of signal processing applications including signal modeling, compression, and feature extraction [@ref27]. In the frequency domain, LP minimizes the distance between an all pole (representing the signal model) spectrum and the actual spectrum of the signal. In the time domain, this is equivalent to predicting the current value of the signal, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is important to note that the transform operation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ by itself does not achieve any dimensionality reduction. It only decorrelates and packs a large fraction of the signal energy into a relatively few transform coefficients as shown in [Fig.1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. FIGURE 1.Signal transformation using LP-SVD: (a) Original EEG signal trace from subject L1b, (b) Exemplary basis functions (c) Transform coefficients with AR(1) as a signal model.

Our approach for feature reduction involves the extraction of features from each EEG segment that include the LP coefficients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### 2). LP Coefficients and Error Variance {#sec2b2}

According to above LP analysis, the EEG vector is described in terms of all-poles filter coefficients and the prediction error. There are two classical approaches used to solve for the LP parameters, namely the autocorrelation and the covariance methods. The autocorrelation method guarantees the stability of the filter and allows the efficient Levinson-Durbin recursion to be used to estimate the model parameters [@ref27]. Once the coefficients are estimated, the prediction error sequence can be computed using [(1)](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"}. The estimate of the prediction error $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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C.. Channel Selection {#sec2c}
---------------------

Channel selection, addresses the problem of finding the most informative subset of channels to be used in classification. Here, we propose a wrapper type method closely related to the sequential forward selection (SFS) algorithm used in feature selection literature [@ref20]. This method proceeds as follow: 1.Extract features from all 60 EEG monopolar channels and high accuracy bipolar channels. Due to the large number of bipolar channels ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$), we used only bipolar channels with accuracy greater than 40 % (acc \> 40 %) based on the results reported in [@ref7]. In fact, provided that the classes are equally distributed as in the case of Data Set IIIa, the theoretical baseline accuracy for a four class taxonomy is 25 %. However, the actual confidence limits depend on the number of trials per class. Based on the simulation results reported in [@ref33], the approximate 99% upper confidence limits are 31.3 % for subject K3b (80 trials per class) and 34.4 % for the other two subjects (60 trials per class). The selected threshold was chosen to be 15 % more than the baseline threshold and at least 6 % more than the actual upper limits.2.Run the classifier with the combination of the three central channels, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$, associated with the primary motor cortex, as initial guess.3.At each iteration, select from the remaining channels the one that yields a maximal increase of the performance (accuracy).4.Remove $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ from the selected channels and repeat step [(3)](#deqn3){ref-type="disp-formula"} to test these three channels.

D.. Classification and Validation {#sec2d}
---------------------------------

The classifier used in this study is a logistic model tree implemented as part of the Weka software package [@ref32]. The classifier, that uses SimpleLogistic, has a merit over other classifiers due to its use of LogitBoost. LogitBoost, with simple regression functions as base learners, is used to fit the logistic models. The stage-wise model fitting approach used in SimpleLogistic means that a potentially large number of LogitBoost iterations have to be performed; as it might be necessary to fit a simple linear function to the same variable many times. In each step, the algorithm identifies the variable that is most correlated with the current residual. Thereafter, it computes the simple linear regression coefficient of the residual on this chosen variable, and then adds it to the current coefficient for that variable. The optimum number of iterations to be performed is selected by using five-fold cross-validation.

To evaluate the classification results, we used 10 fold cross-validations where the data is randomly split into 10 folds of equal size. At each iteration, one fold is used for testing and the other 9 folds are used to train the classifier. The test results are collected and averaged over all folds to obtain the cross-validation estimate of the accuracy. Therefore, the presented accuracy is the average accuracy of 10 times of distinct evaluation on each dataset. All our results presented in the subsequent sections were obtained through this cross validation procedure.

III.. Experimental Results and Discussion {#sec3}
=========================================

This section is divided into three parts. The first part is devoted to the AR model order selection. The second part, evaluates the performance of the LP-SVD based feature extraction method against two related feature extraction methods. The last part, incorporates a channel selection approach, expands the extracted features and benchmarks the proposed approach against a number of state-of-the-art classification approaches previously applied to BCI IIIa competition dataset.

A.. Part I: AR Model Selection {#sec3a}
------------------------------

To investigate the appropriate AR model order and the number of transform coefficients to be retained as features, we performed a series of simulations. In this part, only the parameters characterizing the LP-SVD transform are used as features, namely, a subset of transform coefficients ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$. The features were extracted from the electrode sites over the primary motor area C3, CZ, and C4. These are widely considered to be the most informative channels [@ref7], [@ref20].

We varied the AR model order from one to seven using the EEG segments from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ sec (501 samples) from each trial. The best model order was selected based on the resulting classification accuracy. This criterion is more suitable, in the present context, than the commonly used one in signal representation (modeling), namely the tradeoff between the model order and the prediction error variance. [Table 1](#table1){ref-type="table"} shows the classification results as function of the order of the AR model.TABLE 1AR Model Order Selection.AR model orderSubjectL1bK3bK6bAccuracy (%)142.0866.1147.5232.563.6128.75329.5857.528.33426.2558.6136.2553060.8328.33622.556.9424.16720.8357.532.91

For all subjects, the highest classification accuracy, on average, was obtained with first order AR model and using a subset of four transform coefficients with results ranging from 42.08% for subject l1b to 66.11% for subject K3b. Therefore, this model order and number of transform coefficients will be used in subsequent analysis.

In the particular case of first order model, the basis function becomes sinusoidal; that is [@ref25]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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B.. Part II: Feature Extraction Evaluation {#sec3b}
------------------------------------------

In this part, we compare the performance of the feature extraction method to those using similar state-of-the-art approaches, which is based on signal modeling and orthogonal transform. These techniques are based on adaptive autoregressive (AAR) model [@ref7] and discrete cosine transform (DCT) [@ref30], [@ref31]. In particular, Schlögl et al. [@ref7] applied a third order adaptive autoregressive (AAR) model for EEG signal analysis. The extracted AAR coefficients, which provide dynamic information about the signal spectrum, served as features. The authors used three different classifiers namely, neural network based on k-nearest neighbour (kNN), support vector machines (SVM), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) to classify the EEG signal into one of the four classes described earlier. The results showed that the SVM-based classifier achieved highest accuracies followed by LDA and then kNN. The authors also reported that the best results were obtained when using the features extracted from all 60 monopolar channels. In this evaluation, we used the same channels (60 monopolar channels) to provide a fair comparison between the methods.

DCT is a signal independent real, orthogonal transform that is asymptotically equivalent to the optimal PCA for highly correlated first-order stationary autoregressive signals. To find the adequate number of DCT coefficients, that achieve the highest classification performance for the different subjects, we varied the number of retained low frequency DCT coefficients from 5 to 50 with a step size of 5. [Table 2](#table2){ref-type="table"} summarizes the obtained classification results as a function of the number of retained DCT coefficients. The number of coefficients required, for subjects K6b, L1b and K3b, to achieve the highest classification accuracies were 15, 40, and 20, respectively.TABLE 2Performance (Classification Accuracy) of DCT-Based Feature Extraction Using 60 Monopolar Channels.Number of coefficients retainedSubjectK6bL1bK3b537.9138.7533.611043.7541.2536.941545.83340.4137.772040.0042.0838.052542.5042.5033.883041.2541.6635.833540.4142.9136.384040.0043.7533.6114539.1642.5035.005038.7539.1634.44

The performances of the different aforementioned feature extraction approaches are summarized in [Table 3](#table3){ref-type="table"}. In particular, it can be seen that when only the transform coefficients were used as features, the proposed approach outperformed the DCT-based one by up to 23 % in terms of accuracy (for subject L1b) with 10 times fewer number of features. Meanwhile, when the LP coefficient and the residual error variance were added to the LP-SVD transform coefficients, our technique performed better than the two methods for subjects L1b and K6b and achieved comparable results to the AAR-based method for subject K3b. On average, the improvement, in terms of accuracy was about +25% compared to DCT and +6 % compared to AAR-based methods. It is pertinent to point out that, unlike DCT which results only in the transform coefficients as features, our method results in other features, LPC coefficients and residual signal variance that led to a better characterization of the signal. In addition, the DCT is signal independent while our proposed transform is signal dependent. These two facts explain the difference in performance between the two methods.TABLE 3Classification Performances Using 60 Monopolar Channels.SubjectDCT coefficients (best results)AAR[(3)](#deqn3){ref-type="disp-formula"} [@ref7] Best results with SVMLP-SVD coefficients (4 coefficients)LP-SVD coefficients [(4)](#deqn4){ref-type="disp-formula"} +AR [(1)](#deqn1){ref-type="disp-formula"} + Error varianceACC %L1b43.7553.9052.5058.75K3b38.0577.2055.0076.66K6b45.8352.4067.0866.66Avg42.5461.1658.1967.35

C.. Part III: Classification Performance {#sec3c}
----------------------------------------

In this part, we incorporated a channel selection procedure as part of our classification algorithm and extended our feature vector by including the Q-statistic and the Hotelling's $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ statistic. [Table 4](#table4){ref-type="table"} summarizes the classification results obtained using the proposed algorithm along with those using the first three BCI IIIa competition winners [@ref26] as well as recently proposed methods by Koprinska [@ref34], Grosse-Wentrup and Buss [@ref35], Grosse-Wentrup [@ref36], and Schlögl et al. [@ref7]. It is worth highlighting that in all reported studies, subject K3b yielded the highest accuracies while subject K6b produces the worst results. This pattern might be attributed to the subjects experience differences with the use of BCI systems as suggested in [@ref36]. This might also be due to the fact that more trials are collected from this subject compared to the other two subjects. In addition, it is noted that the most frequent algorithm used for channel/feature selection in these studies was the common spatial patterns (CSP) algorithm, and two of these were BCI competition winners. CSP transforms the original signal into a new space where the variance of one of the classes is maximized while the variance of the others is minimized. Koprinska applied CSP method, extended to multiclass problems, to extract seven features from 3 frequency bands. The extracted features were then used to compare five state-of-the-art motor imaginary movements based BCI methods [@ref34]. The results show that different feature selections work best with different classifiers. However, overall, the best feature selection method was the Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CFS) while the best classifier was SVM. The extension of the CSP algorithm, initially developed for two-class paradigms, to multiclass taxonomy was usually performed based on heuristics. Wentrup et al addressed this problem in the framework of information theoretic feature extraction (ITFE) [@ref35]. The same author presented an approach for improving the SNR of ICA in EEG analysis based on linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) spatial filtering. CSP-based methods achieved different performances ranging from 72 % to 84 %. This variation in performance may be due to the fact that different authors used different preprocessing and classifiers.TABLE 4BCI Classification Performance Comparison of the Proposed Algorithm Against State-of-the-Art Methods.L1bK3bK6bAvgHill & Schröder [@ref26] (resampling 100Hz, detrending, Informax ICA, Welch amplitude spectra, PCA, SVM, validation on a test dataset)64.1796.1155.8372.03Guan, Zhang & Li [@ref26] (Fisher ratios of channel frequency-time bins, feature selection, mu and beta band, CSP, SVM, validation on test dataset)85.0086.6781.6784.44Gao, Wu & Wei [@ref26] (surface Laplacian, 8--30Hz filter, multi-class CSP, SVM+kNN+LDA, validation on a test dataset)78.3392.7857.5076.20Koprinska [@ref34] (CSP, 3 frequency bands, 7 features extracted, feature selection, validation using holdout method (50 %))78.3394.4462.5078.42Wentrup et al. [@ref35] (ITFE, logistic regression classifier with L1-regularization, validation using holdout method-10 trials from each class were used for testing)78.6094.2069.0080.60Wentrup et al. [@ref36] (LCMV, logistic regression classifier) with L1-regularization, validation using holdout method-10 trials from each class were used for testing)78.4093.4062.978.23Wentrup et al. [@ref36] (ICA, logistic regression classifier with L1-regularization, validation using holdout out method-10 trials from each class were used for testing;78.9093.4062.9078.40Schlögl et al. [@ref7] (AAR [(3)](#deqn3){ref-type="disp-formula"}, SVM, Leave-one-out cross validation)53.9077.252.461.16Proposed (LP-SVD, logistic model tree) (without the Q and the Hotelling\'s $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The incorporation of two extra features, Q and the Hotelling's $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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\end{document}$ statistics of the transformed EEG, and channel selection procedure in our approach subsequently improved the performances of the basic technique and reduced the number of selected channels to 20, 26 and 14 for subjects L1b, k3b and k6b, respectively. Overall, the proposed method ranked second best among all considered methods with an average accuracy of 81.38 % and achieved better than the competition winner for subject K3B.

We could, as was done by the competition winners, have applied advanced channel and feature selection, filtering, and parameter tuning to further enhance the performance of our algorithm. This was, however, not the main aim of this study. We chose a rather simple classification procedure to emphasize the importance of the proposed features. Future works on classification will include such additions.

IV.. Conclusion {#sec4}
===============

In this study, we presented a feature extraction approach based on the combination of autoregressive modeling and orthogonal transformation. Results of classification experiments, using a benchmark dataset from the BCI competition III, and comparison against closely related approaches, DCT and AAR, demonstrates that the presented features are compact and offers a significant improvement. Along with feature extraction, we were also interested in channel selection. In particular, we incorporated a simple procedure for channel selection which allows further improvement of the performances. The number of transform coefficients was kept constant during all the experiments. It would be interesting to address the issue of parameters tuning in a future study.
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